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Authors Stand with Libraries
Sign-on statement
Authors and libraries have a special relationship. Writers are readers—and many of us learned 
to love reading in our local library. Libraries help us check our facts, give us great examples of 
our craft, and open up all the world of learning to us. Writers are among the many, many people 
who rely on libraries for practical information, for all kinds of knowledge, and for life-long 
reading pleasure. By offering access to all of this to every reader, the library has become a 
cornerstone of our democracy.

Knowing that library lending encourages book buying, authors want to find their own books on 
library bookshelves—whether the shelf is physical or virtual. Libraries do not compete with the 
book market; they stimulate it. But the transition from print to digital format has confused this 
issue in the eyes of many publishers, leading to arbitrary restriction of library access to e-books.
Libraries often must pay 150 to 500% more for an e-book than customers pay. Many e-books 
are not available to most libraries at any price. Such restrictions are damaging to every aspect 
of the library's contribution to a literate, informed society. As more books appear only in 
electronic form, the situation will become intolerable. We writers want to join with our readers 
and our libraries in bringing these restrictions to an end, restoring free library access to 
published work in all forms.

Literature and knowledge—in all their forms—are essential. Access to them through libraries 
must not be denied. We believe:
• All published works must be available for libraries to purchase and lend to library users.
• Access to and use of e-books must equitably balance the rights and privileges of readers, 
  authors, and publishers.
• Digital content must be accessible to all people, regardless of physical or reading disabilities.
• Pricing models must be reasonable and flexible. 
• Library patrons must be able to access digital content on the device of their choosing.
• Reading records must remain private in the Digital Age.

Together, the American Library Association and authors call for meaningful change and creative 
solutions that will serve readers who rightfully expect at least the same access to e-books as they 
have to printed books in our nation’s libraries.
Learn more about the Authors for Library Ebooks initiative and join other authors in 
signing on to this statement of shared values at www.authors4libraryebooks.org. 


